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§ 1. Introduction

For an //-space X, we call a homotopy equivalence/: X-+X a self //-equi-

valence with respect to a multiplication m on X if /is a self //-map of (X, m), i.e.,

/m~m(/x/) (homotopic); and we mean by [/] e HE(X) that/ is such one with

respect to any multiplication on X.

In this note, we prove the following theorem similar to Theorem 4.1 of [10]

for U(n\ SU(n) and Sp(n):

THEOREM 1.1. Let G be the exceptional Lie group G2, F4, £6, EΊ or Es.

Then, any f: G->G with [/JeHE(G) induces the identity isomorphisms on

//*(G; Z)/Tor, //*(G; Zp) and //*(G; Z(p)) for any prime p>l, 3, 3, 3 or 5,

respectively, and /(p)~id: G(p)-»G(p) ι/ p>l, 24, 24, 36 or 60, respectively,

for the localization — (p) at a prime p.

To show this, we assume that

(1.2) an //-space X has the homotopy type of a 1-connected finite CJf-complex

and a homotopy associative multiplication m: XxX-+X, and the type of X is

N = (ttl5..., ttj) for odd integers n^ with 3^n1^ ^nί.

Then, we recall the following

(1.3) H*(X\ Z)/Tor =Λ(x1,..., Xj) fej primitive elements xf wiίh respect to

m o/degx^TV

For the p-localization — (p), consider the natural homotopy equivalence u —

((pry)(p)): (n^y)(P)^n/^)(P) and its homotopy inverse ir1. Then:

(1.4) X(p) is a homotopy associative H-space by m^u"1: X(p^xX(p^

Also, for the nrsphere Sni (nt: odd) and p^5, the following is due to Adams [1]:

(1.5) Si = Sfa is an H-space with a homotopy associative and homotopy

commutative multiplication m^ hence so is SN==Y[l

i=lSι with (Πimί)^: ^NX

SN & Πί (Si x Si)^* SN-

Now, we have the following results :
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THEOREM 1.6. For any prime p>nl + \, there is a p-equivalence e: SN =

Πί=ι Sni-+X such that the homotopy equivalence e = e(p)u~l: SN = YliSi-*Sfp^
X(p) is an H-map with respect to (ΓLmί)^ and m^u'1 in (1.4-5). Especially
m^u'1 is also homotopy commutative.

We note that the latter half was proved by McGibbon [8] when X is a loop
space and m is the loop multiplication.

THEOREM 1.7. Assume nt<ni+1 for ί<l, and let f : X-+X be a self H-map
of(X9m). Then:

( i ) There are integers ηt (1^/^ί) with f * X ι = ηtXi in H*(X\ Z)/Tor (see
(1.3)).

(ii) f(p)~e(Ylίηi)e~1:X(p)-+X(p) for any prime p>nl-\-\ byein Theorem 1.6

and the product map ΓL*h: SN = YliSi-^SN °f ^i'- Si~+Si of degree η^
// [/] e HE (X), then the integers ηt (1 ̂  i ̂  /) in (i) satisfy 17,= ± 1 and

< for any k and β/e{0, 1, 2} such that the p-component of nn(Snk)
is non-trivial for some p>nl + \.

We prove Theorem 1.1 by showing ηt = 1 for [/] e HE (G) from the equalities
in Theorem 1.7 (iii) when n = nk + 2p — 3 (see §4). We prove Theorem 1.6 by
using the result due to Kumpel [7] and Harper [5] that X is p-equivalent to SN

for p>nJ2 (see §2), and Theorem 1.7 by using Theorem 1.6 in a way similar to
[10] (see §3).

§ 2. Proof of Theorem 1.6

For X in (1.2), the following is due to Browder [3] and [4], Kumpel [7] and
Harper [5] :

(2.1) // p>n//2, then H*(X', Z) is p-torsion free, and there is a p-equi-

valence e: SN = Πί=ι Sni^>X9 and so e(p): S^p)->Jf(p) is a homotopy equivalence.

LEMMA 2.2. If p>nl+\, then e in (2.1) can be so taken that the homotopy
equivalence e = e(p}u~l\ SN = YliSi^S^p^X(p) is an H-map with respect to

= m(p)u-1 in (1.4-5).

PROOF. Take a p-equivalence h: SN-+X by (2.1), and consider

Λ! = h inf : S»< c S" -> X, Et = (ht\p) : St -> X(p) and

e = m(Uihi): SN -» X1 -> X,

where m denotes also the iterated multiplication of m. Then, we see that

e(P) ~ m(P)(Πi hi\P) ~ m(Πi Ki)u = h': Sfp) -* X(p),

h * = * * : π S
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and e(p) is a homotopy equivalence since so is h(pγ Furthermore, π^(X(p^)^
π*(SN) = 0 for * = nί + n7 by Serre [11], since p>nl+l. Hence, we see that

m(Eι x EJ) ~ m(Ej x E^T: Sf x Sj -> X(p)9 m(Ei x Ej) ~ E^t when j = i,

and so m(e xe)~ eM as desired, since e ~ m(Πi Et) and m is homotopy associative.

Thus, Theorem 1.6 follows from Lemma 2.2 and (1.5).

REMARK. We note that e: SN-*X in Lemma 2.2 can be taken to be inde-

pendent of p>H|+l. In fact, take representatives et: Sni-+X (l^ίg/) of gene-

rators of the free part of Σi^n,πiPO» and consider e = m(^\ίe^: SN^>Xl-*X.
Then, we see that e* : πf(5fp)) ̂  π£X(p$ for i^n^H-1 and so e*: Hl(Xi Zp)^

Hί(SN'9 Zp) for all i. Hence e is a p-equivalence. Also, by the same way as the

above proof we see that e(p)u~l is an /f-map with respect to M and m.

§ 3. Proof of Theorem 1.7

Assume that n f<n ί + 1 (i</) and /: (X, m)-+(X, m) is an H-map. Then,

it is clear that

(3.1) /*xί = ̂ ίx ίmH*(X; Z)/Tor o/(1.3)/or some η^ Z

(3.2) J=e'lf(p}e: SN^X(p}-+X(p)^SN for p>nl+\ and e in Theorem 1.6

is a selfH-map o/(SN = ΓL Si9 M = (Πf m^T), since so i s f ( p ) of (X(p)9 m = m(p)u-1).

Now, by the localization map J: X-^X(p)9 consider

H*(X Z)/Tor -̂  H*(X Z(F))

where j is the natural monomorphism by the first half of (2.1) and s f's are primitive

generators with respect to M of deg sf = n{ corresponding to St = Sfa. Then :

(3.3) H*(SN', Z(p)) = /iZ(p)(y1,...,yί) by primitive elements yi = e*J*-ljxt

with respect to M ofάQ^y^n^ hence y^a^ for some units α f e Z(p),

by (1.3), Theorem 1.6 and the assumption n f <n ί + 1 (i</). Furthermore, (3.1)

and (3.3) yield that

(3.4) /*si = ι?,sί, became J^y^e^J^-^x—η^.

According to (3.2), (2.3.4) of [10] and [S,, Sj-] = πni(Snι)®Z(p) = Q for iVj, (3.4)

implies that
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(3-5) / ~ Π Y\i- SN = ΓL Si -* Π/ Si = Sjy by considering

Now, consider any Ogβj^2 (l^ίgί) and I g f e ^ / such that

(3.6) there is an element αeππ(S"k) of order p for n = Σ ίε ίπ/, and so Zi^>2.

Take δ = (δl9...9 <52/)e{0, 1}2/ with eί = ίl + δ ί+< and Σi^O^Σi^m, and

(3.7) the multiplication M(α) = M + infe α(p)π^: 5N x SN->SN ( + is induced by M),

where πδ: SNx 5N-> /\δj=l Sj^lSfa (Sί+ί = Sf) is the composition of the colla-
psing map and the homotopy equivalence, and infc : Sk a SN. Then :

(3.8) There is α multiplication m(α): XxX->X such that if f : X^X is

a self H -map with respect to m(α), then so is f=e'1f(p)e: SN-*SN with respect
to M(α).

In fact, let — p be the localization at the set p of all primes φ p, and consider

m' = eM(ά)(e x e)~lu : (X x X)(p) ̂  X(p) x X(jp) -> X(J>) and

Then, we see that their rationalizations coincide with each other, because α is

of finite order and eM(e x e)~^u~mu~m(p} by Theorem 1.6. Hence, we have a

multiplication m(α) on X with m(α)(p)~m' and m(vί)p~mp by Corollary 5.13

of Hilton-Mislin-Roitberg [6], and (3.8) holds.

(3.9) ///: X-*X is a self H-equivalence with respect to m and also to m(α)

in (3.8), then the integers η^s given in (3.1) satisfy

r\i = ±1 ( l^ϊ^O and ΓL*/!' = ̂  >r Ogε^2 and l^k^l with (3.6).

In fact, ηt= ± 1 since /* is isomorphic. Furthermore, in the same way as (3.2.1)

of [10] we see that (ΓLffO α^k α in πΠ(5^)®Z(p) by (3.7-8) and (3.5).
Hence the second equality holds, since α is of order p.

Thus, Theorem 1.7 is proved completely.

§ 4. Proof of Theorem 1.1

Theorem 1.1 for G = G2 is trivial, because /~id: G2->G2 for any self H-

equi valence /with respect to the group multiplication on G2 by Theorem II of [9].

For GZ = F4 (/ = 4), El (/ = 6, 7 or 8), we recall the following:
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(4.1) The type (n l5..., n,) of Gl is (3, 11, 15, 23), (3, 9, 11, 15, 17, 23),
(3, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 35) or (3, 15, 23, 27, 35, 39, 47, 59), respectively.

Note that the p-component of πn(Snk) is Zp for n = nk + 2p — 3 by Serre [11],
and //*(G/; Z) is p-torsion free if p>3, 3, 3 or 5, respectively, by Borel [2].

Then, Theorem 1.1 is proved for Gl by Theorem 1.7 and the following:

(4.2) Assume that ^=±1 (Igi^/) satisfy ι;fc = Πί |?S< for any l^k^l
and 0^ε f^2 such that Σi e^ = nk H- 2p — 3 /or («!,..., n/) in (4.1) and a prime
p>nl+l. Then, η^s are all equal to 1.

We see (4.2) quite arithmetically, because the assumptions contain the follow-

ing equalities which imply ηι= 1 as desired:

= 4) η,

(p = 31) .

(p=29), η^

(1=7) ίh = ηfaηtfsiΊ = i/iMs
= nlnlni = n\nlnlnι (p=6i), ni = nin^nlni (p=67).

(/=8) ι/!
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